USER

GUIDE
LEATHER MILK

WHAT YOU NEED

STRAIGHT
CLEANER NO. 2
BEFORE YOU START MAKE SURE YOU ARE PREPARED
- Ensure leather is dry when you begin. Try to brush off any surface
dust to ensure maximum absorption.
- Test the Leather Milk Straight Cleaner No. 2 on a small, discreet
area of your leather item, even if you have applied this solution to
other items with great success. Each piece of leather can react
differently to a cleaner.
- Prepare a space for cleaning by laying out newspaper, cloth or
towel on the floor or table in an outdoor or well-ventilated
environment. Avoid exposure to direct sunlight.

METHOD

1
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Spread Straight Cleaner evenly over leather’s surface. Apply thin
layers, only as much as leather can absorb. Excess use of leather
cleaner may lead to dye rub off or dehydration in your leather.
Massage in circular motions until surface is adequately spread.

Wipe off any residual fluid. Allow leather to dry naturally. After
leather has dried, follow up with leather conditioner, such as
Leather Care Liniment no. 1.

PRECAUTIONARY NOTE
- Keep the Leather Milk solution out of reach of children and away from
extreme temperature.
- Do not allow the solution to get into the eyes or be consumed internally.
- Do not use your treated item until it is totally dry to avoid any possibility
of skin irritation or stain on your skin or clothing.
- Always wash your hands with soap and water after use and before
touching eyes or consuming food with your hands.
- Do not use this cleaner on naked leather, nubuck, suede or untreated
leather. Use Straight Cleaner only if your leather is excessively dirty, or
for periodic cleaning.
- Do not use this product if you have nut-allergy.

REMEMBER
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Always conduct a patch test on an inconspicuous area of your
item to ensure that the product is suitable for use before
proceeding further. It is especially important to test any leather
treatment before using it on vegetable tanned, aniline, semianiline, or lighter colored leathers.
The surface of the treated item may look darker when you first
treated it. It should lighten up when it is completely dry.
Read the manufactuer's tags or instructions before applying any
treatment or solution to your item to ensure maximum protection
and adherance.
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